Transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) have critical roles in regulating the metastasis of aggressive breast cancers, yet the impact of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) induced by TGF-b in altering the response of breast cancer cells to EGF remains unknown. We show in this study that murine metastatic 4T1 breast cancer cells formed compact and dense spheroids when cultured under three-dimensional (3D) conditions, which was in sharp contrast to the branching phenotypes exhibited by their nonmetastatic counterparts. Using the human MCF10A series, we show that epithelial-type and nonmetastatic breast cancer cells were unable to invade to EGF, whereas their mesenchymal-type and metastatic counterparts readily invaded to EGF. Furthermore, EMT induced by TGF-b was sufficient to manifest dense spheroid morphologies, a phenotype that increased primary tumor exit and invasion to EGF. Post-EMT invasion to EGF was dependent on increased activation of EGF receptor (EGFR) and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase, all of which could be abrogated either by pharmacologic (PF-562271) or by genetic (shRNA) targeting of focal adhesion kinase (FAK). Mechanistically, EMT induced by TGF-b increased cell-surface levels of EGFR and prevented its physical interaction with E-cadherin, leading instead to the formation of oncogenic signaling complexes with TbR-II. Elevated EGFR expression was sufficient to transform normal mammary epithelial cells, and to progress their 3D morphology from that of hollow acini to branched structures characteristic of nonmetastatic breast cancer cells. Importantly, we show that TGF-b stimulation of EMT enabled this EGFR-driven breast cancer model to abandon their inherent branching architecture and form large, undifferentiated masses that were hyperinvasive to EGF and showed increased pulmonary tumor growth upon tail vein injection. Finally, chemotherapeutic targeting of FAK was sufficient to revert the aggressive behaviors of these structures. Collectively, this investigation has identified a novel EMT-based approach to neutralize the oncogenic activities of EGF and TGF-b in aggressive and invasive forms of breast cancer.
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Introduction
The process of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) induced by transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) is well established as a critical mechanism of tumor progression (Zavadil and Bottinger, 2005; Moustakas and Heldin, 2007; Kalluri and Weinberg, 2009; Wendt et al., 2009a) ; however, how these TGF-bdependent events impact the response to growth factors during metastasis remains incompletely understood (Cowin and Welch, 2007; Moustakas and Heldin, 2007; Wendt et al., 2009a) . Equally mysterious are the reasons underlying the failure of science and medicine to readily detect the classical mesenchymal and sarcomatoid phenotypes exhibited by fully transitioned carcinoma cells at sites of secondary metastases, which in theory should be enriched in these dedifferentiated and post-EMT cell types (Tarin et al., 2005) . It therefore stands to reason that deciphering the molecular mechanisms that underlie the interplay between EMT and its counterpart mesenchymal-epithelial transition (Hugo et al., 2007) may offer new inroads into targeting tumor metastasis.
Applying genomic analyses to human breast cancers has resulted in the identification and classification of at least five genetically distinct breast cancer subtypes (Perou et al., 2000; Sorlie et al., 2001 Sorlie et al., , 2003 , of which the basal-like 'triple-negative' subtype remains the most intractable to clinical intervention. More recently, elevated expression of ErbB1/epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor (EGFR) in basal-like tumors has been identified as a highly predictive marker for poor clinical outcomes (Tischkowitz et al., 2007) . Indeed, synergistic activity between TGF-b and EGF in stimulating EMT has been identified (Saha et al., 1999) , whereas the actual process of EMT has been associated with the development of chemoresistance to EGFR-targeted therapies in carcinoma cells (Thomson et al., 2005 Buck et al., 2007; Barr et al., 2008) . Because TGF-b is a master regulator of EMT, we hypothesized that EMT stimulated by TGF-b would induce a fundamental change in how tumor cells sense and respond to their surrounding microenvironment, particularly to EGF (Joo et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009) . Along these lines, recent studies suggest that aberrant EGFR signaling reflects the inactivation of E-cadherin, a hallmark of EMT (Miettinen et al., 1994; Takahashi and Suzuki, 1996; Wilding et al., 1996; Bremm et al., 2008) . However, other studies implicate a novel paracrine signaling loop that transpires between carcinoma cells and tumorinfiltrating macrophages that comprise the actions of TGF-b, EGF and colony-stimulating factor-1 in promoting breast cancer cell migration and invasion to EGF (Wyckoff et al., 2000 (Wyckoff et al., , 2004 DeNardo et al., 2009) .
Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a multifunctional protein tyrosine kinase and scaffolding molecule that links transmembrane signaling inputs arising from integrins and growth factor receptors to intracellular effectors (Mitra et al., 2006) . Along these lines, FAK has been shown to interact directly with the intracellular domain of EGFR to facilitate its downstream signaling and activation of cell motility (Sieg et al., 2000) . Recently, analyses performed by our laboratory established a key role for FAK in physically associating integrins with TbR-II (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009 ). Moreover, we showed that the chemotherapeutic targeting of FAK prevented the infiltration of macrophages into primary mammary tumors (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009) . Clearly, these and other studies have established FAK as a key factor in mediating EMT and metastasis stimulated by TGF-b (Cicchini et al., 2008; Ding et al., 2008) ; however, whether FAK facilitates the potential pathophysiological activities between TGF-b and EGF remains unknown. Thus, the objectives of this study were to (1) determine how the response of mammary epithelial cells (MECs) to EGF was altered by EMT induced by TGF-b; (2) establish the signaling mechanisms responsible for eliciting the aberrant responses of post-EMT MECs to EGF and (3) characterize the three-dimensional (3D) morphology of resulting hyperinvasive, post-EMT MECs.
Results
Metastatic breast cancer cells grow as dense cell structures manifested by TGF-b-induced EMT Recent studies strongly suggest that the morphology and cell signaling responses of mammary tumors are more accurately recapitulated in vitro using 3D-organotypic systems as compared with growing cells on plastic (Park et al. 2000; Kenny et al., 2007; Wendt et al., 2009b) . To this end, we used a well-characterized murine mammary carcinoma progression series comprised of several isogenic cell lines that possess varying metastatic proficiencies and include: (1) noninvasive and nonmetastatic 67NR cells, which form primary tumors that cannot enter the circulation; (2) invasive and nonmetastatic 4T07 cells, which traverse the circulation and fail to establish secondary tumors in the lung and (3) highly metastatic 4T1 cells, which disseminate widely and colonize multiple organ sites (Aslakson and Miller, 1992) . Surprisingly, both nonmetastatic cell lines formed highly branched 3D structures, whereas metastatic 4T1 cells formed dense spheroids to lobular-like structures that were devoid of branching (Figure 1a) . To verify the metastatic designation of these MEC derivatives, we engineered them to stably express luciferase and then engrafted them onto the mammary fat pad, and pulmonary metastasis was tracked over time using bioluminescent imaging. As expected, only fully metastatic 4T1 cells readily formed secondary metastatic lesions when engrafted onto the mammary fat pads of mice (Figure 1b) . Given the recent studies from our lab and others identifying a critical role of EMT in driving breast cancer progression, we sought to examine how EMT induced by TGF-b affected subsequent 3D culture morphologies and tumor metastasis (Padua et al., 2008; Wendt and Schiemann, 2009; Wendt et al., 2009a) . Interestingly, following a prolonged treatment with TGF-b, 4T07 cells showed a 3D morphology that was highly reminiscent of the metastatic 4T1 cells (Figures 1c  and a) . To verify their EMT status, lysates of TGF-btreated 4T07 cells were analyzed for decreased expression of E-cadherin and increased expression of vimentin ( Figure 1d ). Given the somewhat counterintuitive nature of this TGF-b-induced 3D EMT morphology, we used the 67NR cell line that grew as a mixture of independent spheroid and branched structures ( Supplementary Figure 1) . Indeed, by physically isolating the spheroid structures from 3D cultures, expanding them on a plastic growth surface and then placing them back into 3D cultures we definitively showed that spheroid structures in 3D cultures directly correspond to a classic mesenchymal morphology when cultured plastic (Supplementary Figure 1 ). Recent studies indicate a prominent role for paracrine EGF production in driving breast cancer metastasis (Wyckoff et al., 2004; DeNardo et al., 2009) . Therefore, we hypothesized that post-EMT, breast cancer cells would be hyperinvasive in response to EGF as compared with pre-EMT cells. Indeed, control 4T07 cells, although highly invasive in response to serum, exhibited little-to-no invasion specifically in response to EGF (Figure 1e ). In contrast, post-EMT 4T07 cells readily invaded in response to a solitary EGF stimulus (Figure 1e) . Furthermore, and consistent with the establishment of paracrine EGF signaling axes in regulating breast cancer metastasis (Wyckoff et al., 2004) , we observed significantly elevated quantities of post-EMT 4T07 cells in the lungs of mice at 2 and 4 weeks post-engraftment onto the mammary fat pad (Figure 1f ). Although the ultimate fate of disseminated post-EMT cells cannot be ascertained from this experiment, our findings nevertheless show the (1) importance of EMT to enhance metastatic seeding and (2) the inability of EMT to sustain secondary tumor growth (Figure 1f ). Consistent with these findings, epithelial-type and nonmetastatic human MCF-7 and MCF10AT1K cells failed to invade in response to EGF, whereas their mesenchymal-type and malignant human MDA-MB-231 and MCF10A-CA1h counterparts readily invaded in response to EGF (Supplementary Figure  2) . Collectively, these findings strongly suggest that the process of EMT facilitates the ability of human breast cancer cells to invade aberrantly in response to EGF.
TGF-b stimulation of EMT results in the generation of highly invasive spheroids that possess elevated cell-surface EGFR levels We next used normal murine mammary gland (NMuMG) cells to more appropriately address the hypothesis that EMT stimulated by TGF-b was sufficient to engender MECs with the ability to invade in response to EGF (Miettinen et al., 1994) . Figure 2a shows that NMuMG cells endogenously expressed moderate levels of EGFR, which were readily activated along with ERK1/2 in response to EGF (Figure 2a) . We demonstrated the specificity of these responses to stimulation by EGF by treating the cells with (1) the Src inhibitor PP2, which uncoupled EGF from phosphorylating EGFR on Y845, but was without effect on EGFR autophosphorylation (Y1116) and ERK1/2 activation; and (2) the EGFR inhibitor AG1478 (AG), which prevented all three EGFpromoted responses (Figure 2a) . However, despite their expression of functional EGFR, NMuMG cells did not (a) NMuMG cells were serum deprived (0.5% FBS) for 6 h in the absence or presence of the Src inhibitor, PP2 (10 mM) or the EGFR inhibitor, AG1478 (1 mM), at which point they were stimulated for 30 min with EGF and analyzed for the phosphorylation of EGFR (pEGFR(Y845) or pEGFR(Y1116)) or ERK1/2 (pErk1/2). The resulting immunoblots were stripped and reprobed with antibodies against EGFR or ERK1/2, to monitor differences in protein loading. Images are from a representative experiment that was performed at least three times with similar results (NS, no stimulation). (b) Pre-EMT and post-EMT NMuMG (48 h pretreatment with TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml)) cells were induced to invade synthetic basement membranes by either serum (2%) or EGF (50 ng/ml) as indicated. Data are the mean ( ± s.e.) invasion relative to serum-free media for both pre-and post-EMT cells (solid line) observed in three independent experiments completed in triplicate (**Po0.01). Accompanying photomicrographs depict the morphology of pre-EMT (lower left) and post-EMT (lower right) NMuMG cells when propagated for 24 h on Matrigel cushions. (c) Pre-EMT and post-EMT NMuMG cells were incubated with either TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml), EGF (50 ng/ml) or both cytokines for 24 h before labeling cellular DNA by administration of [ invade to EGF before their induction of EMT by TGF-b, which conferred robust invasive activities in response to EGF (Figure 2b) . Consistent with what we observed in 4T07 cells, post-EMT NMuMG cells showed an 'invasosphere' morphology when cultured on Matrigel (Figure 2b) . Moreover, NMuMG cells only showed a proliferative response to EGF subsequent to their induction of EMT (Figure 2c) . However, the growth of pre-and post-EMT NMuMG cell populations remained sensitive to the cytostatic activities of TGF-b (Figure 2c) .
We next found that TGF-b stimulation of EMT increased the expression of EGFR proteins, a response that was maximal at 4 h and was maintained throughout the 48-h EMT process (Figure 2d ). This response was independent of a change in EGFR mRNA (Figure 2e ), but was dependent on the activity of Src (Figure 2f ). Finally, whole-cell EGF binding assays suggested that TGF-b-induced EMT stabilized EGFR on the cell surface ( Figure 2g ). Taken together, these findings suggest that the induction of EMT by TGF-b increases stability of EGFR at the cell surface in transitioning cells, which imparts post-EMT MECs with invasive functions in response to EGF.
EMT increases the coupling of EGFR to p38 MAPK activation by FAK We next sought to determine the function of FAK in regulating EGF signaling in post-EMT MECs. As shown in Figure 3a , EGF-mediated p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activation and Src-dependent phosphorylation of EGFR at Y845 were greatly augmented in post-EMT NMuMG cells. Importantly, both of these post-EMT EGF signaling events were completely blocked in NMuMG cells depleted in FAK expression (Figure 3a) . Recent findings suggest that TGF-b transactivates the EGFR pathway by an extracellular mechanism involving the protease TNF-alpha converting enzyme (TACE)/ ADAM17, whose activation by TGF-b mediates the release of EGF ligands (Wang et al., , 2009 ). Supplementary Figure 3 shows that pharmacological antagonism of TACE/ADAM17 or EGFR had no effect on TGF-b-mediated p38 MAPK activation. Furthermore, Figure 3b shows that constitutively elevating EGFR expression in NMuMG cells failed to affect the coupling of TGF-b to p38 MAPK. Interestingly, this same cellular condition specifically enhanced the coupling of EGF to p38 MAPK, but had no affect on the extent of ERK1/2 phosphorylation induced by EGF (Figure 3b ). Taken together, these findings suggest that the activation of p38 MAPK by TGF-b takes place by a FAK/Src pathway, whose activation by TGF-b stabilizes EGFR cell-surface expression and enables its coupling to p38 MAPK.
In further addressing the function of FAK in mediating the ability of EGF to induce the invasion of post-EMT MECs, we observed that NMuMGs depleted in FAK expression fail to undergo invasion to EGF in the post-EMT state (Figure 3c ). Furthermore, a pharmacological inhibitor of FAK, PF-562271 (PF-271) (Roberts et al., 2008) similarly abrogated the invasion of post-EMT control (YFP) NMuMG cells (Figure 3d ). Along these lines, inclusion of small molecule inhibitors against TbR-I (SB431542), p38 MAPK (SB203580) or EGFR (AG) also significantly inhibited the invasion of post-EMT control (YFP) NMuMG cells to EGF (Figure 3d ). Finally, in light of the elevated expression of EGFR in post-EMT NMuMG cells (Figure 2) , we repeated these pharmacological analyses in EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells. Figure 3e shows that constitutive EGFR expression was sufficient to induce invasion to EGF, a cellular reaction that was drastically potentiated in the post-EMT state. As described above, pharmacological inhibition of FAK abrogated the pre-and post-EMT invasion of EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells to EGF (Figure 3e ). In stark contrast to their control (YFP) counterparts (Figure 3d ), treating post-EMT EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells with inhibitors against either TbR-I or p38 MAPK failed to affect invasion elicited by EGF (Figure 3e ). Taken together, these findings suggest that elevated EGFR expression that typically occurs in metastatic breast cancers (Tischkowitz et al., 2007) is sufficient in (1) stabilizing the EMT phenotype, (2) allowing persistent invasion to EGF and (3) conferring resistance to small molecules inhibitors against TbR-I and p38 MAPK.
EGFR overexpression transforms NMuMG cells and sensitizes them to EMT by altering EGFR complexes
Given the profound impact constitutive EGFR expression had on EMT-induced invasion to EGF, we next sought to use this NMuMG cell model to further characterize the potential role of EMT in facilitating the ability of EGF to induce breast cancer invasion and metastasis. In doing so, we observed constitutive EGFR expression to be sufficient in transforming NMuMG cells, enabling their production of mammary fat-pad tumors that were comparable with those formed by NMuMG cells engineered to express polyoma middle T (PyMT; Figure 4a) . Interestingly, the expression of PyMT in NMuMG cells induced a mesenchymal morphology consistent with increased levels of EGFR and its binding of EGF ( Supplementary  Figure 4 ; Salomon et al., 1987) . Along these lines, constitutive EGFR expression greatly enhanced the mesenchymal character of NMuMG cells stimulated by either TGF-b, EGF or both cytokines together (Figures 4b and c) .
Given our findings that suggested that diminished E-cadherin expression determines breast cancer invasion to EGF (Figure 1) , we next sought to identify the affects of TGF-b on the physical interaction between EGFR and E-cadherin (Wilding et al., 1996; Bremm et al., 2008) . Figure 4d shows that short-term TGF-b stimulation was unable to affect the expression of E-cadherin or EGFR in confluent cultures (bottom panel). However, we did observe TGF-b to disband the tonic interaction between EGFR and E-cadherin in favor of forming EGFR/TbR-II signaling complexes. Moreover, constitutive EGFR expression alone was sufficient in eliciting a stronger interaction between EGFR and TbR-II that mirrored the disassociation of E-cadherin from EGFR, an effect that was further exacerbated by TGF-b treatment (Figure 4d) . Importantly, the formation of TbR-II/EGFR complexes correlated with increased Smad2/3 transcriptional activity and maintained cytostatic response to TGF-b (Supplementary Figure 5) . To further explore the relationship between EGFR and E-cadherin, we performed immunofluorescent analyses to monitor changes in their expression and localization in NMuMG cells before and after TGF-b-stimulated EMT. E-cadherin expression was indeed decreased and delocalized from cell-cell junctions in EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells as compared with their control counterparts, findings that were exacerbated upon TGF-b stimulation (Figure 5a ). Along these lines, Figure 5b clearly shows an emergence of EGFR high /E-cadherin low post-EMT NMuMG cells. Moreover, the most morphologically 'mesenchymal' MECs were completely devoid of both E-cadherin and EGFR expression (Figure 5b; Supplementary Figure 6 ). Taken together, our findings point to the emergence of a post-EMT breast cancer cell population that is E-cadherin-negative, EGFR-positive and poised to exhibit hyperinvasive responses to EGF. and FAK-depleted (shFAK) NMuMG cells were incubated in the absence (pre-EMT) or presence of TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml; post-EMT) for 48 h, at which point they were washed, serum-deprived for 6 h and subsequently stimulated with EGF (50 ng/ml) for 30 min and analyzed for phospho-p38 MAPK (p-p38) or phospho-Y845-EGFR (p-EGFR(Y845)) as indicated. The resulting immunoblots were stripped and reprobed with antibodies against p38 MAPK, EGFR, FAK and b-actin (actin) to monitor differences in protein loading. Images are from a representative experiment that was performed four times with similar results (NS, no stimulation). (b) Quiescent control (i.e., YFP) and EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells were stimulated for 30 min with either TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml) or EGF (50 ng/ml) and analyzed to monitor the phosphorylation status of Smad2 (pSmad2), Smad3 (pSmad3), p38 MAPK (p-p38) and ERK1/2 (pErk1/2). The resulting immunoblots were stripped and reprobed for total Smad2/3 (tSmad2/3), p38 MAPK (t-p38), ERK1/2 (tErk1/2), EGFR and b-actin (actin) as loading controls. Images are from a representative experiment that was performed at least four times with similar results. (c) Control (i.e., scrambled shRNA; scram) and FAK-depleted pre-and post-EMT NMuMG cells were allowed to invade synthetic basement membranes in response to EGF (50 ng/ml). Data are the mean (±s.e.) invasion relative to unstimulated MECs (i.e., serum-free media placed in the bottom chamber, solid line set to 100%) observed in three independent experiments completed in triplicate. (d) Pre-and post-EMT control (i.e., YFP) NMuMG cells were induced to invade EGF (50 ng/ml) in the absence or presence of the following pharmacological inhibitors: FAK inhibitor, PF-562271 (271, 1 mM), TbR-I inhibitor, SB431542 (T1-I, 10 mg/ml), p38 MAPK inhibitor, SB203580 (p38-I, 10 mM), or EGFR inhibitor, AG1478 (AG, 1 mM). (e) Data consist of the identical invasion experiments as in panel (d) completed with the EGFR-expressing (EGFR) NMuMG cells. Presented data in panels (d) and (e) are the mean (±s.e.) invasion relative to an EGF-free control (i.e., serum-free media placed in the bottom chamber ¼ NS, set to 100%) observed in three independent experiments completed in triplicate (*Po0.05; **Po0.01).
MEC branching induced by EGFR is dependent on TGF-b/FAK signaling
We next sought to evaluate the effects of EMT and constitutive EGFR expression on the growth and morphology of MECs propagated in 3D-organotypic systems. As we noted previously (Wendt et al., 2009b) , NMuMG cells readily formed organized and hollow acinar structures with a defined actin cytoskeleton when (5 ng/ml), EGF (50 ng/ml) or both cytokines for 48 h as indicated. Afterward, detergent-solubilized whole-cell extracts were prepared and subjected to immunoblot analyses to monitor changes in the expression of E-cadherin (E-cad), N-cadherin (N-cad), cycloxygenase-2 (Cox2), EGFR and b-actin (actin), which served as a loading control. Images are from a representative experiment that was performed at least three times in its entirety with similar results. (c) Control (i.e., YFP) and EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells were stimulated as described in panel (b) before visualizing alterations in the actin cytoskeleton by direct phalloidin fluorescence. Images are representative photomicrographs ( Â 600) from a single experiment that was performed two times with identical results. (d) Control (i.e., YFP) and EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells were allowed to reach confluence to normalize E-cad expression levels and incubated in the absence or presence of TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml) for 24 h before isolating EGFR complexes by immunoprecipitation. The resulting EGFR immunocomplexes (EGFR I.P.) were immunoblotted with antibodies against TbR-II, E-cad, FAK and b-actin (actin; top panel). Aliquots of the original whole-cell extract (input) was also immunoblotted with antibodies against TbR-II, E-cad, FAK, b-actin (actin), EGFR and b3 integrin to control for differences in protein loading (bottom panel). Images are from a representative experiment that was performed three times with similar results.
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grown in 3D-organotypic conditions (Figure 6a ). In stark contrast, and reminiscent of what we observed for nonmetastatic breast cancer cells (Figure 1a) , EGFRexpressing NMuMG cells were found to form multicellular and highly branched 3D structures (30.18±6.51% of structures were branched; Figure 6a ). These branched organoids may represent an exaggerated activation of normal mammary gland branching activities, particularly since EGF stimulation of parental NMuMG cells also generated branched structures that showed a more differentiated phenotype (48.75±4.71% of structures were branched; Figures 6b and 7b) . Pharmacological inactivation of either TGF-b or EGFR signaling completely abrogated mammary branching (0% of structures were branched) and was sufficient in restoring normal, hollow acinar development by EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells (Figure 6b ). Chemotherapeutic targeting of FAK (PF-271) prevented mammary branching (0% of structures were branched) and acinar hollowing (0% of structures were hollowed; Figure 6b ). Finally, although 3D cultures of post-EMT NMuMG cells failed to elicit any branching structures, this system did produce a significant reduction in acinar hollowing (Figure 6c ). Collectively, these findings suggest that the selective appearance of these post-EMT cellular aggregates may similarly represent the hyperinvasive spheroids characteristic of metastatic MECs. Figure 5 EGFR expression enhanced the delocalization of E-cadherin induced by EMT. (a) Control (i.e., YFP) and EGFRexpressing (EGFR) NMuMG cells were incubated in the absence (pre-EMT) or presence (post-EMT) of TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml) 24 h, at which point they were processed for E-cadherin (E-cad) and DAPI immunofluorescence ( Â 400). Junctional localization of E-cadherin was slightly disrupted in EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells as compared with their control counterparts, except for regional pockets of cells designated by white outline. Delocalized and degradation of E-cadherin in response to TGF-b was enhanced in EGFR-expressing cells. (b) EGFR-expressing cells were stimulated to undergo EMT as in panel (a), at which point they were subjected to dual immunofluorescent staining to visualize E-cadherin (E-cad, red) and EGFR (green). Regions lacking EGFR expression (white outline) exhibit normal junctional localization of E-cad, whereas EMT induction resulted in the appearance two populations of NMuMG cells: one that was EGFR positive and E-cad negative (*), and a second that lacked expression of both EGFR and E-cad (arrows). Photomicrographs ( Â 400) presented in panels (a) and (b) are representative of three independent experiments.
EMT prevents EGF-induced mammary branching and enhances pulmonary tumor growth We next aimed to determine which 3D morphology (branching or aggregate spheroid) was dominant under EGF-stimulated conditions. Thus, pre-and post-EMT control (YFP) and EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells were propagated in 3D cultures, supplemented with EGF or the EGFR inhibitor, AG. As observed above (Figure 6b (1) EGF (50 ng/ml); (2) the TbR-I inhibitor, SB431542 (TbR-I inh, 10 mM); (3) the FAK inhibitor, PF-562271 (PF-271, 1 mM); or (4) the EGFR inhibitor, AG1478 (1 mM). Shown are representative photomicrographs (small bar ¼ Â 100; large bar ¼ Â 400) from a single experiment that was performed atleast three times with similar results. (c) Parental NMuMG cells were incubated in the absence (pre-EMT) or presence of TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml; post-EMT) for 48 h before their isolation and propagation for 10 days in 3D-organotypic cultures. Afterward, the resulting organoids were stained with DAPI to visualize the nuclei and the percentage of hollowed acini was quantified. Data are the mean (±s.e.; n ¼ 3) percent of hollowed acinar structures. Representative acini are shown. Figure 7 EMT prevents EGF-induced mammary branching and increases pulmonary outgrowth. (a) Control (i.e., YFP) and EGFRexpressing (EGFR) NMuMG cells were incubated in the absence (pre-EMT) or presence of TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml; post-EMT) for 48 h before their isolation and propagation for 10 days in 3D-organotypic cultures supplemented with either EGF (50 ng/ml) or the EGFR antagonist, AG1478 (1 mM) as indicated. Differences in organoid morphology were monitored by phase-contrast microscopy ( Â 100). (b) Alterations in organoid branching were quantified and presented as the mean ( ± s.e.; n ¼ 3) percentage of branched structures. (c) NMuMG-EGFR cells were transduced with firefly luciferase, treated with TGF-b1 as described in panel (a) and injected into the lateral tail vein of 6-week-old, female, Nu/Nu mice. Shown is a longitudinal study of a representative mouse from each group imaged at the indicated time points (n ¼ 5 mice per group). (d) A survival curve of mice injected with NMuMG-EGFR cells as in panel (c), indicating that induction of EMT in NMuMG-EGFR cells decreases the time in which lethal pulmonary tumor burden is reached. (e) Schematic depicts the relationship between MEC invasion, their EMT status induced by TGF-b and their 3D culture morphologies. In particular, EMT stimulated by TGF-b suppressed the branching of developing organoids including that induced by EGF/EGFR and instead resulted in the formation of large, dense spheroids that were hyperinvasive to EGF. This unique invasive morphology and phenotype is metastable (double-sided arrow) in normal mammary epithelial cells and required autocrine TGF-b signaling for its manifestation. In stark contrast, post-EMT invasospheres in mammary carcinoma cells are stabilized in their hyperinvasive phenotype (single-sided arrow), and hence rendered independent of the need for continued TGF-b stimulation. Our findings suggest that these novel invasive spheroids likely represent the post-EMT subpopulation of pathologically invasive and metastatic breast cancer cells. organoid branching, and instead induced the appearance of large, dense cellular aggregates characteristic of metastatic MECs (Figure 1a) . Indeed, induction of EMT enhanced pulmonary tumor growth and decreased the survival rate of mice injected with EGFRtransformed NMuMG cells (Figures 7d and e) .
Discussion
The increased ability of TGF-b to induce EMT supports the conversion of TGF-b from restraining tumor formation to encouraging their dissemination to distant secondary sites (Tian and Schiemann, 2009; Wendt et al., 2009a) . Although TGF-b and EGF ligands have a long-standing pathophysiological association with one another, surprisingly little is known about how these signaling systems cross-talk with one another to impact metastasis. Whereas previous reports suggest that TGFb transactivates EGFR by liberation of EGF ligands Wang et al., 2008 Wang et al., , 2009 , we now show for the first time that TGF-b stimulation of EMT elicits a fundamental change in the coupling of EGFR to its downstream effectors. Furthermore, we show that in 3D-organotypic culture post-EMT MECs manifest as dense cellular aggregates that are characteristic of highly metastatic breast cancer cells. Most importantly, we provide evidence that a two-pronged chemotherapeutic approach that targets FAK in conjunction with EGFR specifically inhibited the oncogenic activities of EGF in these aggressive, post-EMT spheroids.
A key regulatory step during EMT is the loss of E-cadherin expression and activity (Yang and Weinberg, 2008; Thiery et al., 2009; Wendt et al., 2009a) . We observed that EMT induced by TGF-b not only downregulated E-cadherin expression but also prevented its interaction with EGFR, allowing for the formation of EGFR/TbR-II complexes that stabilized EGFR at the cell surface of post-EMT MECs. Along these lines, TGF-b has recently been shown to diminish autocrine EGF-ligand production . Indeed, under these conditions we show that EGFR exhibits heightened availability and responsiveness to paracrine EGF, a signal initiated in vivo by reactive tumor stroma (Wyckoff et al., 2004) . Accordingly, we observed elevated EGFR expression to transform NMuMG cells effectively, as well as to induce their delocalization and downregulation of E-cadherin expression.
Although the overall levels of EGFR were consistently upregulated in parental NMuMG cells undergoing EMT stimulated by TGF-b, we did identify another highly 'mesenchymal-type' population of post-EMT NMuMG cells that lacked EGFR expression. Indeed, a recent study found that prolonged EMT induced by TGF-b (21 days) could elicit cellular switching of receptor tyrosine kinases from a predominantly EGFR-dependent phenotype to one that is dependent on the receptors for fibroblast growth factor or platelet-derived growth factor .
Whether a similar 'switching' mechanism is transpiring in these highly mesenchymal and EGFR-deficient MECs remains to be determined definitively. However, using isogenic cell lines derived from nonmetastatic 67NR cells, we do show for the first time that highly mesenchymal appearing cells cultured on plastic, manifest as dense, cellular spheroids under 3D culture conditions. Indeed, our findings may offer a novel explanation as to why science and medicine routinely fail to identify EMT in human tumors, particularly in metastatic tumor tissue growing in compliant environments like the lungs. Should this prove to be a universal phenomenon, it stands to reason that determining the molecular mechanisms whereby these novel 'invasospheres' undergo invasion seems particularly meritus. In fact, our preliminary analyses suggest that 'invasospheres' can traverse synthetic basement membranes as a single, cooperating unit (data not shown), which contrasts sharply with the initiation of single-cell-based programs of mesenchymal or amoeboid invasion (Friedl and Brocker, 2000) .
In addition to our identification of a unique mode of MEC invasion, our in vitro protocol of first eliciting EMT in MECs, followed by their subsequent dissociation and subculture in 3D-organotypic systems, in many respects, recapitulates the steps of breast cancer cell metastasis-that is, primary carcinoma cells undergo EMT, exit the primary tumor, survive anoikis in the circulation and finally invade and grow out in a new compliant microenvironment, such as the lung. Indeed, the propagation of breast cancer cells in 3D cultures has been proposed as a model that strongly recapitulates the outgrowth of breast cancer cells in the lung (Shibue and Weinberg, 2009) . As depicted in Figure 7e , we propose that breast cancer cells that have undergone EMT abandon their inherent branching program to instead acquire an 'invasosphere' morphology that enables these structures to form large, undifferentiated metastases at distant locales. This model is further supported by our data showing that induction of EMT not only increases primary tumor exit, but also enhances the outgrowth of pulmonary tumors established by tail vein injection.
In attempting to translate our findings to the clinic, it remains to be determined whether the recent inclusion of elevated EGFR expression to the basal-like/triplenegative gene signatures is indicative of the stabilized EGFR phenotype we observed in post-EMT MECs (Tischkowitz et al., 2007) . However, EMT stimulated by TGF-b does result in the expression of Snail, which subsequently promotes the downregulation of estrogen receptor-a (Dhasarathy et al., 2007) . Thus, our findings completely support a model in which distinct subpopulations of breast cancer cells undergo EMT, thereby contributing to the development of a gene signature that is indicative of poor clinical outcomes. More importantly, our findings indicate that chemotherapeutic targeting of the TGF-b signaling system that results in its pan-antagonism may offer little-to-no therapeutic benefit in post-EMT MECs that exhibit elevated EGFR expression. Moreover, our analyses also suggest that simultaneous targeting of FAK in conjunction with EGFR may provide a highly effective means to inhibit these hyperinvasive, post-EMT 'invasospheres.' Experiments designed to test this clinically relevant hypothesis are currently ongoing.
Materials and methods

Cell lines and retroviral reagents
Normal NMuMG cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA) and cultured as described previously (Galliher and Schiemann, 2007) , as was the construction of NMuMG cells that lacked FAK expression (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009 ). NMuMG cells were engineered to express elevated levels of EGFR by their transduction with VSVG retroviral particles that encoded for either YFP or EGFR (pBabe-YFP or pBabe-EGFR, and provided by Dr Alexander Sorkin (University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, PA, USA). Afterward, polyclonal populations of transduced NMuMG cells were isolated by puromycin selection (5 mg/ml) for 14 days. In addition, NMuMG cells were also transduced with murine ecotropic viral particles that encoded for either GFP or PyMT (pMSCV-IRES-GFP or pMIG-PyMT-IRES-GFP) and transduced NMuMG cells expressing GFP were isolated by flow cytometry as described previously (Galliher and Schiemann, 2007) . The human MCF10A cell derivates T1k and Ca1h were cultured as described previously (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009) , as were the conditions necessary to propagate the human MCF-7 (Micalizzi et al., 2009) , MDA-MB-231 (Wendt et al., 2008) , 4T1, 4T07 and 67NR (Wendt et al., 2009b) cells. Throughout the study, we refer to post-EMT NMuMG cells as those that were stimulated on plastic for 48 h with TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml), whereas post-EMT 4T07 cells were obtained following 3 weeks of continuous TGF-b stimulation through several passages. In all cases, pre-EMT cells represent their unstimulated counterparts.
Cell signaling, immunoblotting and immunoprecipitation assays
To monitor the activation status of TGF-b and EGF effectors, pre-EMT and post-EMT MECs were serum deprived (0.5% fetal bovine serum) for 6 h before their stimulation with TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml) or EGF (50 ng/ml) for varying times as indicated. Afterward, clarified whole-cell extracts were prepared as described previously (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009; Wendt et al., 2009b) and subjected to immunoblot analyses using the primary antibodies listed in Supplementary Materials.
In some experiments, confluent cultures of control (YFP) or EGFR-expressing NMuMG cells were treated for 24 h with TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml) before isolating EGFR complexes using previously described immunoprecipitation conditions (Galliher and Schiemann, 2006) . The resulting EGFR immunocomplexes (antiEGFR antibodies: 1:100; Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA) were immunoblotted with antibodies against TbR-II, FAK, E-cadherin and b-actin as described above.
Cell biological assays
The inhibition of DNA synthesis by TGF-b was determined using [
3 H]thymidine incorporation assays as described previously (Wendt et al., 2009b) . To monitor the ability of EGF to induce DNA synthesis, pre-and post-EMT NMuMG cells were subcultured onto 24-well plates (20 000 cells per well) and allowed to adhere for 4 h, at which point the growth media were removed and replaced with serum-free media supplemented with TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml), EGF (50 ng/ml) or both cytokines. After 24 h, the cells were treated with [ 3 H]thymidine, whose incorporation into cellular DNA was quantified as described previously (Wendt et al., 2009b) .
The ability of EGF (50 ng/ml) or serum (2%) to alter the invasion of pre-or post-EMT cells was analyzed using a modified Boyden Chamber assay (50 000 cells per well) as described previously (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009) , in which all values are normalized to a serum-free control set to 100%. In some experiments, the following pharmacological inhibitors were included with EGF throughout the assay: (1) the TbR-I inhibitor, SB431542 (10 mg/ml; EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA); (2) the FAK inhibitor, PF-562271 (1 mM; Pfizer, Groton, CT, USA); (3) the p38 MAPK, SB230580 (10 mM; EMD Biosciences) or (4) the EGFR inhibitor, AG1478 (1 mM; Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).
The ability of TGF-b1 (5 ng/ml), EGF (50 ng/ml) or both cytokines to alter the actin cytoskeleton in NMuMG cells was visualized using TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (0.25 mM; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) as described previously (Galliher and Schiemann, 2006) . In some experiments, alterations in the expression and/or localization of E-cadherin and EGFR was monitored by indirect immunofluorescence where the cells were (1) fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde; (2) permeablized in 0.1% Triton X-100 and (3) stained with anti-E-cadherin (1:250) or EGFR (1:100) antibodies. Afterward, E-cadherin immunocomplexes were visualized using biotin-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA) in combination with Texas-Red-labeled avidin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), whereas EGFR immunocomplexes were visualized simultaneously using FITC-labeled donkey antirabbit secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
EGFR expression analyses
We also monitored alterations in EGFR expression using real-time PCR as described in Supplementary Methods. In addition, pre-and post-EMT NMuMG (1 Â 10 6 ) cells were resuspended in enzyme-free cell disassociation buffer (Invitrogen), and subsequently incubated in phosphate-buffered saline supplemented with 0.1% bovine serum albumin, to which diluent or Alexa 488-labled EGF (50 ng/ml; Invitrogen) was added. The cells were labeled in the dark and kept on ice for 45 min, then were washed extensively with ice-cold phosphatebuffered saline, fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde and analyzed by flow cytometry.
Tumor growth analyses Control (YFP), PyMT-and EGFR-expressing NMuMG (2 Â 10 6 ) cells were resuspended in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (50 ml) that contained 5% Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), and subsequently injected into the mammary fat pad of 6-week-old female Nu/Nu mice (Charles River, Wilmington, MA, USA). Tumor growth was assessed by calculating primary tumor volumes using digital calipers and the following equation: Tumor Volume ¼ (x 2 )(y)(0.5), where x is the tumor width and y the tumor length. Alternatively, preand post-EMT NmuMG-EGFR (4 Â 10 5 ) cells were injected into the lateral tail vein of female Nu/Nu mice and pulmonary tumor growth was monitored by bioluminecent analysis using the Xenogen IVIS200 imager (Xenogen, Alameda, CA, USA) as described previously (Wendt and Schiemann, 2009) ) cells were resuspended in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (50 ml) and engrafted onto the mammary fat pad of 6-week-old female Balb/C mice and pulmonary metastasis was monitored as above. All animal studies were performed according to animal protocol procedures approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Colorado.
3D-organotypic assays
Pre-and post-EMT NMuMG or 4T07 (1 Â 10 4 ) cells were resuspended in growth media supplemented with 5% Cultrex (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA), and subsequently seeded in 48-well plates onto Cultrex cushions (150 ml per well). In some experiments, acinar development was allowed to transpire in the continued presence of EGF (50 ng/ml), SB431542 (10 mg/ml), PF-562271 (1 mM) or AG (1mM) as indicated. All NMuMG 3D-organotypic cultures were fed on day 7 and were allowed to develop for an additional 3 days, at which point the extent of their hollowing and branching was assessed by phase-contrast microscopy and quantified by three individuals who were masked to the culture conditions. Where indicated, acinar development also transpired on eight-well chamber slides, which were processed on day 10 for TRITCconjugated phalloidin (0.25 mM; Invitrogen) and 4 0 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole staining as described above. All 4T1, 4T07 and 67NR 3D-organotypic cultures were grown for 5 days and similarly assayed for branching as described above.
Statistical analyses
Statistical values were defined using an unpaired Student's t-test, in which P-value o0.05 was considered significant. P-values for all experiments analyzed are indicated.
